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ABSIRAC"T

The method of dual networks is used to research the
stability of lizardite and chrysotile wi&in the simplest multi-
system that docribes serpentinization. The method focuses
on observed assemblages as the base to construct poten-
tial solutions for tle phase diagram. It allows one to include
as many phas€s in the chemography as necessaryto describe
the observations. In this sense the restriction of systems to
rl + 3 phases is artificial, altloueh the new method takes
advantage ofthe methodology developed for such systems.
Potential solutions for Mg serpentinites described by MgO-
SiO2-H2O are constructd for systems of five, six and
seven phases. Chemographic analysis is used to investigate
the five-phase system, brucite, lizarfi1g, chrysotile,
antigorite and talc, in which lizardite and chrysotile are con-
sidered to be polymorphs. After eliminating thermodynam-
ically impossible solutions at standard teinp€rature and pr6-
sure, remaining potential solutions are us€d to construct
solutions for larger systems that include forsterite and ensta-
tite as additional phases. Using observations to construct
the dual network automatically filters out many potential
solutions. For example, omitting a divariant field from the
dual network removes all potential solutions in which that
lield is stable. Equilibria occurring in the larger qystem that
eliminate its potential solutions also eliminate potelrtial solu-
tions of the smaller system. (Each potential solution of the
larger system contains one of the smaller system). The
remaining potential solution, con$tructed for the seven-
phase system, brucite, forsterite, lizardite, chrysotile,
antigorite, enstatite and talc, desc'ribes the serpentinization
of Mg peridotites. The existence of tle reaction lizardite
= chrysotile needs to be demonstrated. In tle system used
here, the stability oflizardite (L) and chrysotile (C) within
Mg serpentiniles depends otr the location of the reaction
L = C; ifreaction L = C is located at prgsures greater tlan
8 kbars, then chrysotile is the stable phase in serpentinites;
ifthe reaction is located at low pressures, lizardite is the
stable phase.

Keywords: serpentinites, chemographic analysis, networks
(dual), lizardite, chrysotile.

Sotwterns

On emploie la mdtlode des rdticules doubles pour 6ta-
blir la stabilitd relative de lizadite et chrysotile dans le mul-
tisystbme qui d€oit la serpentinisation. Cette m6thode prend
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comme point de dQpart les assemblages observ€s et en d€duit
des solutions possibles pour le diagramme des phases. Elle
permet I'inclusion, dans la chimiogtraphie, d'autant de pha-
ses qur s€ront neccsaires pour d€crire les observations. Dans
ce sens, la restriction d'un systbme d n + 3 phases est arti-
ficielle, quoique la nouvelle m6thode b6n6ficie de la m€tho-
dologie d€velopp€e pour pareils systemes. Dc solutions pos-
sibles pour serpentinites i magnesium, ddcrites par
MgO-SiO2-H2O, sont construites pour systdmes d cinq,
six et sept phases. L'analyse chimiographique sert d inves-
tigper le systbme i 5 phases (brucite, lizardite, chrysotile,
antigorite et talc), dans lequel on considlre lizardite et
clrysotile comme polyrnorphes. Apr& €lirnination des solu-
tions thermodynamique.ment impossibles, i temp€rature et
pression normalo, on se sert des solutions possibles res-
tantes pour construire des solutions pour qyst&mes plus com-
pliqu€s, qui comptelrt la for$erite et l'enstatite comme pha-
ses suppl6mentares. L'emploi des observations pour
construire le r6ticule double €limine automatiquement nom-
bre de solutions possibles. Par exemple, l'omission d'un
champ bivariant du r6ticule double dcarte toute solution
possible dans laquelle ce champ st stable. Tout 6quilibre
d'un systCme qur en €limine les solutions possibles Ccarte
aussi les solutions possibles de tout sy$eme plus petit: toute
solution possible du grand systbme en contient une du petit.
La dernidre solution possible, construite pour Ie systeme
I 7 phases, brucite, forst6rite, lizardite, chrysotile, antigo-
rite, enstatite et talc, ddcrit la serpentinisation de la p€ri-
dotite i mapn€sium. Reste d prouver l'existence de la r6ac-
tion lizardite = chrysotile. Dans le sy$teme employ6' la
stabilite relative de la lizardite (L) et du chrysotile (C)
ddpend de la pression: i haute pression (plus de 8 kbar),
c'est le chrysotile, i base pression, c'est la lizardite qui est
stable dans la sementinite.

(Traduit par la R&action)

Mots-cAs: serpentinites, analyse chimiogpaphique, r6ticu-
les doubles, lizardite, chrysotile.

INTRODUCTION

Clarifying the relationships among the serpentine
minerals antigorite, lizardite and chrysotile has not
been an easy matter. It is generally accepted tlat ttre
alternating-wave structure of antigorite gives it a
chemistry distinct from that of lizardite and chryso-
tile. The relationship between lizardite and chryso-
tile has been debated since the refinement of their
crystal structures in the 1950s. Whittaker & Zussman
(1950 proposed the first classification ofserpentines
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based on crystal structure. This classification has
withstood the test of time well, altlough it is not as
simple as first proposed because of the numerous
polytypes of lizardite and chrysotile lsee Wicks &
Whittaker (1979 for a discussionl. Two recently dis-
covered minerals, !6langeroite (Compagnoni el a/.
1983) and carlosturanite (Compagnoni et al. 1985),
will broaden the classification as well. The earliest
statements on the relationship among antigorite,
lizardite and chrysotile tentatively concluded that an-
tigorite, lizardite and chrysotile are polymorphs, but
that slight chemical differencs conceivably could be
found tlat would distinguish tlem (Deer et al. 1962,
p. 178). Page (1968) argued, based on a statistical
analysis of the available data, that the three miner-
als are chemically distinct and, therefore, not poly-
morphs. An analysis of the data available to Whit-
taker & Wicks (190), rtr&y of the data being the
same as used by Page, supported Page's assertion
that antigorite is chemically distinct from lizardite
and chrysotile. However, the data were not sufficient
to justify the separation of lizardite and chrysotile
on a chemical basis.

Wicks & Whittaker (1975) related the slight chem-
ical differences noticed by Page (1%8) and Whittaker
& IVicks (1970) to crystal structure. Antigorite was
considered chemically distinst from lizardite and
chrysotile because of its structure. Wicks & Whit-
taker (1979 further argued that tle various poly$pes
of lizardite and chrysotile are able to accept limited
cation substitution and, therefore, lizardite and
chrysotile could have overlapping chemistries. They
did not think that the term polymorph should be so
narrowly defined that it could not be applied to two
minerals with the same chemistry but each with poly-
types that allowed cation substitution.

All of the above authors stated the difficulties
associated with determining the chemistry of the ser-
pentine minslals; small size of srystals, impurities
and slight chemical differences. Accepting the diffi-
culties in determining the chemistry of serpentine
minerals, it may be fruitful to attempt a different
approach. Hypothesize the relationship between
lizardite and shrysotile, and tlen construct phase dia-
grams from which testable assertions can be made.
A program is then established for research.

The purpose of this paper is to investigate the
simplest multisystem that can describe the serpen-
tinization of ultranafic rocks, and then to investigate
the properties of the potential solutions that result
from the hypothesis that lizardite and chrysotile are
polymorphs. Chemographic analysis (Stout 1985) is
used because the properties of the phase diagram
rsult from the chemography used to describe tle sys-
tem. The method of dual networks (O'Hanley 1987)
will be used to coristruct potential solutions for the
phase diagram for Mg serpentinites modeled by a
2-component, 7-phase chemography.

CHEMoGRAPHIC ANALYSs AND DUAL NET.WORKS

Many of the characteristics of potential solutions
for phase diagrams, such as the number of invari-
ant points present and the number of invariant points
a univariant reaction passes througb, are determined
by the chemogaphy of tle phases. The method by
which the relationships between the chemography
and the potential solutions are investigated is called
chemographic analysis (Stout 1985). An assumption
basic to chemographic analysis is that each
equilibrium ocsurs once and only once. At this point
in time, the occurrence of an equilibrium more than
once in a phase diagram has not been documented,
although Chernosky et al. (1985) suggeted that the
system (components MgO-SiO2-H2O) composed of
the phases anthophyllite, talc, enstatite, forsterite,
quartz and water may have an invariant point that
occurs twice. The evidence for this conclusion is
based on the curvature of several reactions in the sys-
tem. However, the curvature of the reactions at low
pressure is a result of the co-ordinates used on the
graph; for example, using loe(P) instead of P for the
ordinate removes the curvature.

Chemographic analysis treats potential solutions
or phase diagrams topologically. That is, the
geometrical properties of the potential solutions are
not important to an investigation of the potential
solutions. Mohr & Stout (1980) have defined a
straight-line analog that is a deformation of the
potential solution in which all of the reactions are
considered as straigbt lines. This makes them easier
to manipulate. No phenomena are omitted by treat-
ing the reactions as straight lines. Once a potential
solution has been oriented in P-T space, the reac-
tions can curve in any marlner necessary to conform
to experimentally determined reactions as long as the
topology of the invariant points and univariant lines
remains the same.

Dual networks are graphs in which stable divari-
ant fields are represented by points and the points
are connected by univariant lines. The univariant
lines repraenttheunivariant reactions tlat relate the
divariant fields to each other. Inverting a dual net-
work yields a basic form, which contains the stable
equilibria of a potential solution. After orienting the
stable reactions about the invariant points and
adding the metastable eguilibria to the basic form,
a potential solution results that may correspond to
the real phase-diagram.

Tns FrRsr PoTFNTTAL SorurroN

The majority of serpentinites form by the altera-
tion of peridotites. As both lherzolites and harzbur-
gites contain substantial amounts of olivine, the ser-
pentine minerals form in both altered lherzolites and
harzburgites. Lherzolifes, however, have sufficient
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Ca and Al to stabilize diopside, tremolile, spinel and
chlorite. Thus the simple system used in this paper
is the first step in describing lherzolitm, but the alter-
ation of harzburgites can be dasribed by the serpen-
tine system using the components MgO, SiO2 and
HzO (Mg serpentinites). The following assemblages
have been reported for Mg serpentinites: antigorite
(A) + talc (T); A + brucite (B); B + chrysotile (C);
A + forsterite (F); F + T; C + T; lizardite (L) + B;
L+C+B;  L+C and  F+E  @vans  e t  a l .  IW6 ,
Wisks & Whittaker 1977, Dungan 1979). Quartz is
not important in serpentinites because serpentiniles
form in rocks devoid of excess silica. However,
quartz and anthophyllite are associated with the pro-
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grade metamorphic assemblages of serpentinites and
must be accounted for in a complete chemographic
analysis of these rocks. Although antlophyllite-
bearing assemblages would be a more logical choice
than enstatite-bearing assemblages in terms of pro-
grade metamorphism, enstatite is more common in
serpentinites than is anthophyllite.

The observed assemblages of Mg serpentinites
appear to consist of various two-phase combinations,
exclusive of a liquid or vapor. As these are likely to
be divariant, tle phases chosen to represent tle n + 3
system are brucite, antigorite, lizardite, chrysotile
and talc (Fig. l). Note that these five phases are
colinear and therefore define a 2-compotrent system.
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Ftc. l. Remaining potential solutions of ttre n+3 system.
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The phases of interest are represented by the com-
ponents MgO-SiO2, projected through HrO,
because forsterite and enstatite will be added to the
chemography later on, and a projection will be
needed.

Lizardite and chrysotile are considered poly-
morphs in'his system; the polymorphism makes the
assemblage L + C univariant. Lizardite and chryso-
tile form an internal degeneracy (Znn 1967\, and they
can be destabilized by a chemographically external
assemblage, such as forsterite + talc. Therefore, the
reaction L = C will be metastable in some region of
P-T space. The implication of tle polymorphism will
be discussed below.

The fust potential solution was constructed using
dual networks (O'Hanley 1987). The unique divari-
ant fields ofthe n +3 system were connected together
to form a dual network. The process of obtaining
a basic form from a dual network is called inversion.
To invert a dual network, a point is placed within
each polygon in the dual network. The points are
connected by lines drawn perpendicular to the lines

of the polygons. The points and the lines are invari-
ant points and univariant reactions, respestively, and
once labeled yield the basic form of the potential
solution. Placing metaslable extensions on the reac-
tions indicates the location of the metastable in-
variant points. Once the doubly metastable exten-
sions are added to the metastable reactions, the
potential solution is complete. From ttris solution,
19 potential solutions were generated by transposi
tion, using the method given by Stout (1985). The
node diagram (Mohr & Stout 1980) for this system,
which summarizes the procedureby which one poten-
tial solution is obtained from another potential solu-
tion by transposition, is shown in Fieure 2.

ELIMINATIoN oF PoTENTIAL SOITMONS

Thermodynamic data and observed natural assem-
blages are used to eliminate potential solutions (Stout
1985). Experimental phase-equilibrium data allow
one to accurately locate a univariant reaction in P-T
space but do not rule out the possibilitytlat the reac-
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Frc. 2. Node diagram for the a + 3 system brucite, lizardite, chrysotile, antigorite and
talc, described by MgO-SiO2, projected through water. The numbers within the
circles represent the various solutions. The letters represenl the invariant point
that must be transposed to obtain one solution from the other.
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tion is metastable. This problem is less serious at high
temp€ratures, where reaction rates are faster (Wood
& Walther 1983). However, at temperatures of
100-2moC, the fagtors that control mass transfer
within the system ffs important, and metastable
assemblages may persist indefinitely.

Signs of entropy and volume changes associated
with reactions can be used to eliminate potential solu-
tions. Reaction triangles (Stout 1985), formed by
three univariant lines that join three invariant points,
are examined to insure that the three reastions indi-
cate a consistent high-temperaturs and high-pressure
direction (Zen 1966). An arrow is used to indicate
the direction in which AYa and AS* are positive,
where AY" and ASa are the vol rme and entropy
changes of the reactions, respectively. If the arrows
all point inward or outward from the 6iangle, the
solution is thermodynamically impossible because a
consistent high-temperature or high-pressure direc-
tion cannot be found.

The volume and entropy data for the phases of
interest, at standard temperature and pressure, are
listed in Table l. Where possible, the data used weie
taken from Robieela/. (198). Howwer, inspection
of Table I indicates that the data from the different
sets agree well for forsterite, brucite, talc, water and
the entropy of chrysotile. The value of 108.5
qn3,/mol for the volume of chrysotile was used
because it was determined experimentally, whereas
the value of 102 cm3,/mol for the volume of chryso-
tile was calculated from an equation proposed by
Chernosky (1975). The value of 102 sm3,/mol was
used for the volume of lizardite. As Chernosky was
investigating ttre solubility of Al in lizardite, this
value was thoug[t appropriate for the Mg end-
member. The standard entropy of lizardite was cal-
culated from an entropy change of formation for an
Al lizardite determined by Carusq & Chernosky
$nr. As the uncertainty in the standard entropy
of lizardite is large, no correction was made for tle
aluminum present in the lizardite sample used by
Caruso & Chernosky. Data for ortho€nstatite are
available from only one data set.

The volume and entropy changes for ttre reastions
were calculated at standard temperature and pres-
sure (STP). The values for the volume and entropy
changes calculated at STP may not be appropriate
for higher temperatures and pressures. As a result,
a potential solution eliminated by using STP data
may not be eliminated by volume and entropy
changes calculated at elevated temperature and pres-
sure. The calculations to check this problem were not
made for several reasons. Firstly, as the locations of
the invaxiant points are not known, the appropriate
temperatures and pressures to use inthe calculations
are not known either. Secondly, the necessary data
are not available for lizardite. Thirdly, as the reac-
tions in tle n + 3 system ar'e water-conservative reac'

TABLE 1 . ENIROPY AND VOLUME DATA FOR THF MINEFALS IN
MAGNESIUM SERPENNNITES

Mgi.65Sl2O5(OH)3.657 50.8 t 0.4 10289 * 0.51 3

53.3 * 0.54 104.564 2
60.66 102.89 4
15.09 t o.ma 24.83 * 0.074 1

24.8 5
15.09 24.65 2,4
15.09 * 0.05 24.63 r 0.07 3
5289 *0.194 108.5 *0.64 1

102,52 6-
107.15 5

52.9 108.5 2,4
52.9 I 0.4 108.5 t 0.6 3
15.84 10.044 31.294 I

Phase
Chemlstry

Bruclte
Ms(oH)2

ChrFotlla
M$SI2O5(OH)4

Enstdto
MSS|Oo

Forstedte
Mg2Si04

Uzardlte
M&Sl2o6(oH)4

Tab
MgsslaOlg(OH)2

Wdsr (1 bar,298K)
Heo

S(cayrnolsK) v(ctn3/mol4 Rgbt€ncs

2.75 +0.24 4l}.79 r 0.03a
22.U 43.79 10.03

43.74
22.75 43.79
42.2 X 10.934 102.54

62.34 t 0.15a 138.25 t 0.264
136.2

62.57 !0.02 13425 r 0.26
62.34 1&.25
16.72 t O.Oza 18.07 * 0.004

1,3
I
5
2,4

1 ,3

7
4
1

a d€ia us€d to calculde ths sntropy and volumo chang6 ot lho r€as{ons
1. Robie 6t al. (1978), 2. H€mlsy €t al. (1974, 3. Evam €l al. 0976), 4.
Helgeson el al. (1 978): 5. Zsn & Chem6ky (1976), 6. Th'rs sludy, us'ng data
,rcm Caruso & Ghemosky (1979), 7. Ch€modq (1975), 8. Klng al al. (1964, 9.
Day et al. (1985).

TA&Ee SERPENINfiE REACIIoI\EANDTHBR ENTROPYATID voLuMEcllANGEs

avplcn3dml aSd€l/lFlK)

C-0.158rA

A-0380+0.067

2C-38tT

2A - q65B +T

L-0 .154+A
A-038LlT
2l-tts +T

.1&,! 1.tt 0.59 r 0.69

.1.44!0.79 03610.44
0.711.06 .0.9tr0.6
0t6t 0.74 -027s0534
"6361 1.61 1.81 S0.83
"a88! 124 t.8t r Ot3a
4 t13 {.11s0.7
43tr1.07 t.08i08la
4.6*0:t f i.2 1105
4.52!0.78 -10.34!9.31
5. t4 s 0.99 23.21 X 69
8.0 ro.g{t 10.&'110.5

a Ew6 0r at(197q

'1.16C - 03F +A+ 0.4W
1.158rA-2!8W+2F
A - 1.08F i 023Ti 0.83W
C - 12F + 02T+ 1,8ff\l
L-12F+0.2Tl l .8W
l.l6L - O,3F rA+ 0.47W
05Er05C€,tJW*F
058+oJL-lsmrF
l25B+025T-lswrF

ReardoB h ths n+5 btdon onlb-

A.0.85Fr1. l5Erl .8lW
03E { 035L- 0.17W r A
O3E + 0a5C-o.t7urlA
A-2E+oAFB+038U,
C -  E +  F + R  {
L - E + F + 2 W
C - B + 2 8 + W
L - B t 2 E r W
B + E . W + F
0.1 8L + 0.16T - 0.10W +-E
0.1 6C l 0.1 6T - 0.49W + E
0.161r 0.18A.0.49W + E
03F + 02T. 02lt + E
0258i025TEOiW+E

-028*.12
r02r r 0.66
€26i o.ru
3.82 r 0.68
932i 0.@
a6r 051
430 1 034
733 ! 0.08
a6 ! 0.10

3.16i 056
929 r 054
4r9 * 1.(E
.059 i 0.€3
242 r 0.68
852 i 0.06

a.m r 0.61
zQt 0,1g
538i 0.t3
2.32 * 0. 19
0.60 r 0,9
.0.l!]r029
-1.&) r 021
0.07i 03

7.06 1 0.97
839 r O.g7
1.@.!.O.47

17.0I2!0,47
27'71 *.1057
1737* 1211
1334r 0.16
tg.tgr524't33il Io.fi

17,8*.0.4
13.&.*04
429 r 0.4{)'10.07 r 0.40

19.34i 053
30.t)3 ! 10.67
fi.@ * 0.44
21.d, r 10.50

8341 0.35
7.3ot7,V
5.5S s 0.14
4rt * 0.15
2.p.to.o7
4t8r 0.12
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tions (because of the colinearity of tle phases), tle
behavior of water will not control the sign of the
volume nor the entropy change. The last reason is
that the P-T co-ordinates of many of the reactions
are known in the n + 4 system that will be con-
structed later, and this knowledge can be used to
eliminate potential solutions.

The reactions for tle system under consideration
are listed in Table 2. As the sign of AVa for the
reaction A=C+T and Aft1 for the reactions
C:B*A,  A=C+T and A=B+T are uncer ta in,
they were not used to evaluate the consistency of
reaction triangles. Using the volume and entropy
changes for the other reactions to test individual
reaction-triangles eliminated 14 of the 20 potential
solutions in the following manner. Three reagtion
triangles in potential solution 1, defined by tle invar-
iantpoints [A], [L], [c]; [A], [B], [C], and [A], [T],
[C] did not pass tle consistency tst using the volume
changes. Thus, potential solution I was eliminated.
Solution 12, obtained from solution I by transpos-
ing invariant point [T] (Fig. 2), and solution 18,
obtained by transposing invariant point [C], are also
eliminated because two of the three reaction trian-
gles that eliminated solution I are still present in solu-
tions 12 and 18. Volume considerations eliminated

solutions 3,5,G10, 16 and 17 as well. Entropy con-
siderations eliminated solutions 4 and 11. As men-
tioned earlier, the assemblage B + T has not been
reported; the two potential solutions (13 and 19) that
show this assemblage as stable at 350oC at low pres-
srue were eliminated.

Four potential solutions (numbers 2, 14, 15 and
20) remain. Solutions 2, 14, 20 and 15m, the mirror
image of solution 15, are shown in Figure 1. [The
mirror image of a potential solution is obtained by
changng the parity of every invariant point in the
solution. The potential solution and its mirror image
are equivalent because the mirror image preserves
the orientation criteria of the potential solutiou.
Thus, whether the potential solution or its mirror
image is used is a matter of convenience.l None of
the reactions in this system has been located
experimentally, so that the potential solutions can-
not be placed in P-T space, although the entropy
and volume changes for the reactions allow the
potential solutions to be oriented in P-T space.
Figure 3 shows part of the preferred solution of
Evans et al. (197O for the 3-component, Gphase sys-
tem brucite, forsterite, chrysotile, antigorite, talc and
water. As the reagtion B + T = C has not been
observed, all four remaining solutions are consistent

EI

1

T ( 'C)

Fto.3. The solution presented by Evans et al. Onq for tle system brucite, forsterite,
antigorite, chrysotile, talc and water, described by MgO-SiO2-H2O.
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with Figure 3, if the reaction L = C, or invariant
point [L], is located at a pressure e;reater thar 7
kilobars.

TrrB Srx- eNn Sevex-PHass SysrsMs

The dual networks of the four lsnaining poten_
tial solutions of tle z + 3 system were used to con-
struct dual networks for the r + 4 system. Forsterite

was added to the 5-phase system to form a
2-component 6-phase system. The orientation of the
dual networks for the remaining solutions of the
z + 3 system is known. As the forsterite-bearing
assemblages are stable at temperatures higher than
those represented by the assemblages in the n + 3 sys-
tem, the divariant fields containing the assemblages
A + F and F * T were added to the high-temperature
side of the dual networks (see O'Hanley 1987, Fig,
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?). Two of the potential solutions for the /, + 4 sys-
tem are shown in Figures 4 and 5.

The potential solutions for the 7-phase system are
constructed by adding the divariant fields contain-
ing the F+E assemblage to the dual networks of the
Gphase system. The chemography of the 7-phase sys-
tem is B-F-L-C-A-E-T. Owing to the absence of
anthophyllite from this system, the reaction
F + T = E + W generates the F + E assemblage @vans
197?), so that the divariant field B-F-E-T was added
to the field B-F-T of the dual networks of the
6-phase system. The potential solution shown in
Figure 6 contains the summary diagram of Evans
(L917) for temperatures less than 700oC. The n + 5
potential solution obtained by augmenting the dual
network of the potential solution in Figure 5 also
includes the diagram ofEvans (1977) but differs from
Fieure 6 in not having a stability field for B + T.

DISCUSSION

The stability of the reactions C+T:A and
C=B+A could not be determined in the n + 3 sys-
tem owing to a lack of data. The r + 4 system con-
tains more known information than the n + 3 sys-
tem owing to the addition of reactions involving
forsterite. The invariant point [L,F] is well con-
strained in the n + 4 system, and its parity (based
on the reactions involving forsterite) dictates the sta-
bil i ty of the reaction C=B+A.

The reaction L = C has not been investigated
experimentally; thus the evidence for its existence is
indirect. Lizardite and chrysotile both have been syn-
thesized in the system MgO-SiOz-H2O (Chernosky
l9?5), and comparison of chemical compositions of
natural samples has not revealed any consistent
behavior of trace metals or minor elements sufficient
to justify separating lizardite and chrysotile
chemographically (Page 1968, Wicks & Whittaker
1977, Wicks & Plant 1979, Cressey 1979). However,
no systematic comparison of the chemistry of
lizardite and chrysotile from the same rock suite has
been made. Most recent studies were undertaken to
interpret serpentinite textures (Wicks & Whittaker
1977, Wicks & Plant 199). These studies have con-
centrated on samples taken from different, widely
dispersed geographic areas that would help elucidate
the generation of serpentinite textures. Analytical
data given by Wicks & Plant (1979) suggest that sys-
tematic differences between lizardite and chrysotile
may exist in a given sample: in sample number 18538
(analysis 7, p. 806), from the Jeffrey mine, Quebec'
tizardite mesh rims (7-1) are more iron-rich than
chrysotile mesh centres (7-2). However, in sample
18501 (Table 7, p. 807), from the Pie Lake mine'
Manitoba, chrysotile mesh rims are slightly more
iron-rich than intimately rnixed lizardite-chrysotile
mesh cores. Knowing the chemistry of the intimately

mixed lizardite and chrysotile would be useful in
deciding if the polymorphic relationship is an
appropriate model.

Investigating the common observation of lizardite
and chrysotile within mesh textures (Cressey & Zuss-
man 1976, Wicks & Whittaker 1977, Cressey 1979)
may provide the data necessary to establish, or dis-
prove, the polymorphic relationship used in this
paper. Comparing samples from different geographic
ioCalities to illustrate that lizardite and chrysotile
have overlapping chemistries may not be releYant
petrologically. One needs to show that the chemis-
try of lizardite and chrysotile is distinct in rock sam-
ples that have the same bulk chemistry.

A detailed study of a given rock-suite would also
indicate if a lizardite-chrysotile isograd exists. That
is, does lizardite alter to chrysotile as pressure
decreases? However, interpreting phase relationships
from assemblages found in serpentinites is difficult
because of the fine grain-size and intimate inter-
gxowth of the minerals. These factors make mineral
identification uncertain unless other instruments,
such as an X-ray microbeam camera, are brought
to bear on the problem. For example, chrysotile is
observed replacing lizardite during type-S serpentini-
zation (Wicks & Whittaker 1977),but brucite may
be produced during this process as well (Qogulu &
Laurent 1984). Therefore, whether the reaction that
represents the replacement of lizardite is L = C or
L = B+C remains to be demonstrated.

Evans e/ al. (L976) stated that the assemblages
C+T, A+8, A+F and F+T should be stabil ized
with increasing temperature in serpentinites. In the
four solutions remaining from the n + 3 system, the
assemblages L+T and A+B as well as C+T and
A + B are in the proper sequence regardless of the
location of the reaction L : C. Therefore, it is the
location of the reaction L = C, not the forsterite-
bearing assemblages, that determines the stability of
lizardite or chrysotile.

Placing the reaction L = C at high pressure
preserves the order of reactions given by Evans el
al. (1976) in their discussion of serpentine equilibria.
However, they did not consider lizardite, and their
evidence for omitting it is not compelling. The ser-
pentinites in the Oberhalbstein contain both lizardite
and chrysotile (Dietrich & Peters 1971) and either
phase, or both, could have participated in the reac-
tions. If L: C is placed at low pressure, then the
reactions in Figure 3 could involve lizardite rather
than chrysotile. The stability of the reactions
A+B = F+W and A = F+T+W is not affectedby
the position of L = C because L= C is metastable
above 300"C.

The curvature of the reactions B+ C : F+W and
A = F+T+W requires the convergence of the reac-
t i ons  C+T :  A ,  C :  A*B ,  B+A  =  F+W and
A = F+T+W at low pressure. In the n + 4 phase



diagrams derived from Figures la and d, these reac-
tions diverge at low pressure, thus eliminating these
two potential solutions. In this case the larger sys-
tem has placed constraints on the smaller system,
reducing the number of potential solutions. Both
Figures 4 and 5 contain the phase diagram generated
by Evans et oI. (197Q, showing the importance of
considering as many phases as possible in the mul-
tisystem.

Dungan (199) and Evans (1977) stared thar dur-
ing progressive metamorphism, antigorite should dis-
appear before enstatite appears. The sequence of
divariant fields B-F-A-T, B-F-T, B-F-E-T, in the
absence of anthophyllite, accounts for this observa-
tion, making tle reaction F + T = E + W stable in this
system. The absence of anthophyllite from the
chemography reduces the use of tkse potential solu-
tions for prograde metamorphism because
anthophyllite is stabilized after antigorite but before
enstatite with increasing temperature @vans 1977).

Calculations by Delany & Helgeson (1978) on a
number of phases in the multisystem MgO-
SiO2-H2O, generated four invariant points that
appear in the full potential solution of Figure 6:
[L,A,T], [B,L,A], [B,L,C], and [L,C,T]. The work
of Caruso & Chernosky (1979) postdates the work
of Delany & Helgeson. Assuming that the results of
Delany & Helgeson are still valid, then all of the
invariant qoints in Figure 6 are below -22 kbars and
500oC, which is the location of [B,L,A]. Thus the
reaction L = C would be below these values as well.

At present, the discussion of the stability or
metastability of lizardite and chrysotile in serpen-
tinites is hampered by tle lack of information on the
reaction L = C. If one assums that lizardite is meta-
stable at low to moderate pressures (for example,
L : C is located at >8 kilobars), a large number of
reactions involving lizardite extend metastably to low
pre$sure and to temperatures below the reactions
C+T = A and C = A+ B. This allows type-3 serpen-
tinization to precede type-5 serpentinization, as
observed in the Jeffrey and Lake Asbestos mines in
Quebec (Wicks & Whittaker 1977, Qogulu & Laurent
1984). Petrographically, this could appear as lizardite
being destabilized by replacement veins of chryso-
tile. This interpretation makes lizardite metastable
under the P-T condition represented by these tex-
lures.

Field evidence points to the formation of serpen-
tinites at relatively low pressures. The metamorphic
facies found in the country rock surrounding serpen-
tinites indicate that tle pressure was not greater than
8 kilobars @vans 1977). Further evidence support-
ing the formation of serpentinites at low pressure is
the presence of fractures within serpentinites that
Wicks (1984), based on the work of Rayleigh &
Paterson (1965), interpreted as forming at less than
5 kbars. Thus ifthe reaction L = C is located at pres-

L

r3 l

sures greater than 8 kilobars, then chrysotile is sta-
ble in Mg serpentinites.

Another possibility is that other cations are impor-
tant xo the stability of lizardite, and thus lizardite
and chrysotile are not polymorphs. For example, if
lizardite is more aluminum-rich than the coexisting
chrysotile, then lizardite is stabilized to lower-
pressure and higher-temperature conditions and has
a more extensive region of stability in P-T space.
This explanation was proposed to explain the obser-
vation made by Frost (1975) that lizardite is found
30 metres beyond the antigorite-out isograd (Caruso
& Chernosky 1979). Cressey (1979) has observed
intergrowths of lizardite, chrysotile and clinochlore
in mesh textures, suggesting that sufficient alumi-
num is present in some serpentinites to stabilize
clinochlore with lizardite and chrysotile. Determin-
ing the chemistry of lizardite and chrysotile in this
situation would be illuminating. Thus the composi-
tions of coexisting lizardite and chrysotile are criti-
cal to determine the stability of lizardite and chryso-
tile as well as to establish the relationship between
them. This problem is currently being investigated
by the author.

Col,tcl-usroN

The method of dual networks a[ows one to
include as many phases in the chemography as neces-
sary to describe the observations. In this sense the
limitation of multisystem investigations to r + 3
phase systems is artificial, although the new method
takes advantage of the methodology of z + 3 sys-
tems. Using observations to construct the dual net-
work automatically filters out many potential solu-
tions. This is important because it makes the
investigation of large systems feasible.

The hypothesis that lizardite and chrysotile are
polymorphs in Mg serpentinites has been inves-
tigated. Owing to the.presence of minor elements in
rock specimens, the best way to test the hypothesis
would be by experiment with pure materials. As
lizardite-chrysotile serpentinites appear to represent
pressures less than 6 kilobars (Wicks 1984), experi-
ments with chrysotile as the starting phase at condi-
tions of250oC and 3 to 6 kilobars would be appropri-
ate. One must determine if the reaction L = C exists,
and then determine which mineral, lizardite or
chrysotile, is stable.
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